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Introduction
The purpose of the experiment was to measure the
residual stresses present in a friction stir welded (FSW),
stringer‐to‐skin lap joint. The stringer is made from
AA7075‐T6 and the skin is AA2024‐T3. The interest lies
in determining if the residual stresses are increased or
decreased as a result of the peening process. Neutron
diffraction was chosen as a non‐destructive method of
determining the internal distribution of strains by means
of intersecting incident and diffracted neutron beams to
form a small sampling volume that was fixed in space.
The corresponding residual stresses were then
calculated in the three principal directions and
compared with the results of the compliance method.
Neutron diffraction has proven to be a highly reliable
method of non‐destructively examining test specimens
and has the ability to map strains and therefore stresses
in all principal directions at a single point.
The first neutron experiment was able to determine the
variation in residual stress in the through thickness (y‐
direction) and transverse (x) directions. There was no
testing completed along the weld line in the longitudinal
(z) direction. The purpose of this experiment was to
determine the variation in residual stress (x) in the
longitudinal direction to give a complete three
dimensional residual stress profile of the FSW stringer‐
to‐skin lap joints.
Experimental Setup
All neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at
the National Research Council’s Canadian Neutron Beam
Centre in Chalk River on an L3 spectrometer. Two test
specimens were used in the experiments. The first
specimen was an as‐welded plate measuring
191 x 95 x 3.76 mm, and the second specimen was the
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hammer peened plate with identical dimensions. After
careful alignment and calibration, the two specimens
were mounted onto the L3 spectrometer. Figure 1
shows a FSW test specimen mounted to the
spectrometer. Figure 2 is a close‐up view of the
experimental setup, which shows the scattering and
diffraction beam slits. Using a slit with a neutron‐
absorbing cadmium mask, the dimensions of the match‐
like gauge volume were defined to be 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm
x 20 mm with the long axis pointing in the z‐direction. A
Si monochromatic neutron beam with wavelength,
 = 1.72 Å, and diffraction from {311} lattice planes were
used for the analysis as it is most representative of the
elastic response of the bulk material (AA 2024‐T3).
According to Bragg’s law, the corresponding scattering
angle (2) was determined to be 83.
Neutron diffraction was carried out on the same two
test specimens used in the first set of experiment
containing one as‐welded and one hammer peened
plate. Several points were selected along the weld line
as shown in Figure 3. The points were taken at z = 5 to
90 mm in 10.625 mm increments and located in the
middle of the plate. Wall scans were completed for both
samples and the various strain points were recorded
with respect to the test specimen’s edge, which was
determined from the wall scans. The lattice strains were
reordered in all three principal directions. Figure 4
shows the transverse strain component (x) in the
longitudinal direction for both as‐welded and hammer
peened plates. Figure 5 shows the normal strain (y)
component in the longitudinal direction for both
specimens. Finally, Figure 6 is the longitudinal strain (z)
in the longitudinal direction for both specimens.
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Figure 1 FSW test specimen mounted onto the L3 spectrometer at NRU

Figure 2 Close up view of test specimen setup with detector

Figure 3 Position of longitudinal wall scan of as‐welded plate
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Neutron Results of Residual Stress Components in
Longitudinal (z) Direction
Transverse Residual Stress Component (x)
The last set of neutron diffraction results were the
residual stress components along the weld of both
specimens (z‐direction). Figure 4 is the variation of the
transverse residual stress (x) in the longitudinal (z)
direction for both test specimens. From the plot, the as‐
welded case shows a compressive stress of 26 MPa at
the edge of the plate (z = 5 mm) moving to a tensile
stress of 113 MPa and back down to a compressive
stress of 35 MPa at z = 90 mm. This residual stress
profile is typical of that in the longitudinal direction for
welded components. The residual stresses along the
longitudinal direction are normally low in magnitudes
with a drop in stress at both ends of the plate to a
compressive stress due to the plate’s end effect.
Another possible explanation for the decrease in
residual stress could be due to stresses introduced when
the test specimens were cut from the original FSW plate.
In contrast to the as‐welded specimen, the hammer
peened specimen shows a reversal in residual stress
profile. At the edge of the plate, the stress is tensile at
101 MPa (29% of skin’s yield strength and 20% of the
stringer’s yield strength). At the opposite edge, the
stress remained in tension with a magnitude of 64 MPa.
Besides the two end values of the hammer peened
specimen, the magnitude of residual stress (x) in the
hammer peened specimen is dramatically reduced when
compared to the residual stress (x) in the as‐welded
specimen.

specimens. The residual stress in the as‐welded
specimen begins with a tensile stress of 65 MPa
(z = 5 mm), this stress increased to 190 MPa in the
middle of the weld (z = 47.5 mm) and drops down to
57 MPa at the other edge of the plate with a triangular
shape profile. The residual stresses were dramatically
reduced in the hammer peened specimen and the
hammer peening has appeared to flatten out the
triangular shape profile of the as‐welded stresses. It is
important to note that all longitudinal residual stresses
in the longitudinal direction were in tension.

Figure 4 Transverse strains (εx) for as‐welded and hammer
peened plates

Normal Residual Stress Component (y)
The variation in normal residual stresses (y) for both
specimens was plotted in Figure 5. Both specimens show
very low residual stresses that were relatively flat along
the weld line. The as‐welded case shows stresses that
were typically higher than the hammer peened
specimen.
Longitudinal Residual Stress (z)
The variation of the longitudinal residual stress
component (z) along the weld centerline is shown in
Figure 6. Perhaps the stresses in this direction show the
most significant change between the two test
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Figure 5 Normal strains (y) for as‐welded and hammer peened
plates
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Table 1 is a tabulated comparison of the transverse
residual stress (x) profile in the longitudinal (z)
direction for both specimens. Besides the two end of the
plate, the hammer peened specimen shows a reduction
in residual stresses moving along the weld in the
z‐direction. The average change in residual stress was
75.66 MPa, which is less than the average change in
longitudinal residual stress (z) in the transverse (x)
direction. It is hard to say why hammer peening caused
the two edges of the plate to change from compression
to tension. The only explanation that can be given is
again due to the redistribution of residual stresses after
hammer peening. Since the middle section of the plate
experiences an increase in compressive stress, the two
edges of the plate reacted by changing to tensile
residual stresses.
Figure 6 Longitudinal strains (z) for as‐welded and hammer
peened plates

Table 1 Comparison of transverse residual stress (x) in as‐welded and hammer peened specimen in longitudinal (z)
direction
Distance from edge
of plate (mm)
5.00
15.63
26.25
36.88
47.50
58.13
68.75
79.38
90.00
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As-welded Stress
(MPa)
-25.62
62.44
80.39
72.34
104.60
113.63
102.22
77.96
-35.46

Hammer Peened Stress
(MPa)
101.05
30.17
19.42
20.80
12.05
24.65
21.31
30.66
64.31

Difference (MPa)
126.67
32.27
60.97
51.54
92.55
88.98
80.91
47.30
99.77

